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Recent rapid increases in the cost of energy has promoted inten-
sive efforts to discover ways to reduce energy consumption. In addition, 
the necessity of attaining energy independence has been emphasized by 
the turbulence and political instability in the oil rich parts of the 
world that supply the United States with about half of its oil. Since 
the demand for energy is continuously increasing, the solution to the 
above problem is to develop means to use the energy more efficiently. 
More than one-fourth of the energy consumed in the United States 
is used for residential and connnercial space heating, cooling, and 
water heating (1). A heat pump is a device which can make a signif-
icant contribution to energy conservation. This is mainly because of 
two reasons. First, the heat pump has an ability to deliver more energy 
(in the form of heat) than it takes to operate it. Second, it can 
perform the dual functions of heating and cooling the house with the 
same equipment. 
In the conventional air source heat pump, which is the most com-
monly used heat pump today, the air acts as both heat source and sink, 
depending upon whether the heat pump is operating in heating or cooling 
mode. When the heat pump is operating in the heating mode, its capac-
ity decreases as ambient temperature decreases. But at the same time 
the heating demand of the house increases as ambient temperature 
decreases. At same outdoor temperature the heating capacity of the 
1 
2 
heat pump is equal to the heating load of the space being heated. This 
is called the balance point of the system. At ambient temperatures 
below the balance point the heat pump has inadequate capacity to heat 
the building and the electric resistance heat is usually used as a back-
up to assist the heat pump. If this occurred in many buildings simulta-
neously it could put heavy peak loads on the utilities. This could 
* increase the demand factor considerably. Figure 1 shows a plot of the 
outdoor temperatures in a cold week in February 1981. Figure 2 shows 
the plot of the total energy consumption of a house in Oklahoma in the 
same week. This house has a conventional air source heat pump system. 
Figure 3 shows the system demand on Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company in 
the same week. The term system demand used in this study is calculated 
over a short duration of time between 30 to 60 minutes. It won't be 
possible to get an accurate estimate of system demand which is cal-
culated over a longer duration of time because the maximum power consump-
tion in different houses in the corranunity doesn't occur at the same time. 
If the system demand is plotted as shown in Figure 3 then the highest 
value of system demand in the graph is termed as the peak demand. These 
graphs clearly indicate the relationship between the system demand and 
outdoor temperature as discussed above. 
In the summer, when the heat pump is in the cooling mode, its 
efficiency decreases as the outdoor temperature increases. Figure 4 
shows a plot of the outdoor temperatures during the hot week of August 
1981. Figure 5 shows a plot of the total energy consumption of a house 
* Demand factor is the ratio of the maximum demand over a specified 
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Figure 2. Energy Consumption of a House With a Conventional Air Source Heat Pump 
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in Oklahoma for the same week. The house has a conventional air source heat pump 
system. 
The climatic conditions of a particular place contribute strongly 
as to whether the peak loads are higher in surmner or winter. The util-
ities will need larger power production capacity to handle these loads 
which may force them to build more plants. As these heavy peak loads 
occur for a relatively short duration of time, this increased reserve 
power production capacity will remain idle for most of the time in the 
year. This is expensive for the utility company as a lot of capital is 
involved in this investment. 
As has already been stated, at outdoor temperatures below the bal-
ance point, electric resistance backup heat is added to the house. 
* Since resistance heat has a coefficient of performance of unity the 
total coefficient of performance of the entire heating system is reduced. 
So, even if a heat pump operates at high coefficient of performance above 
the balance point, when the system requires a large amount of backup 
heat, the system efficiency throughout the season will be low. This 
indicates that the performance of a heat pump system depends not only on 
the coefficient of performance of the heat pump but also on the capacity 
of the heat pump system used and the seasonal temperature distribution 
to which the building is exposed. The ratio of the total seasonal 
demand to the energy required is known as the seasonal performance fac-
tor (SPF) which is the best measure of the heat pump system performance. 
Several solutions have been proposed to improve the seasonal per-
formance factor of the heat pump and to reduce the peak demand of the 
system. One of them is to use the earth as a source/sink. The ground 
* Coefficient of performance is defined as the ratio of the heat-
ing or cooling effect desired to the work input. 
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temperature, at sufficient depth, is nearly constant throughout the year. 
At depths from 30 to 60 ft. the seasonal variation in ground temperature 
0 is not more than 1 F. For a major part of the United States, the ground 
temperature for these depths is in the range of 60 to 64°F (2). So the 
ground temperature is higher than the ambient temperature in winter, and 
lower in summer. This indicates that the ground has a potential to act 
as a heat source/sink for the heat pump and will improve the performance 
(both SPF and demand) of the heat pump system. 
Solar energy might be used to further improve the efficiency of 
ground source heat pump systems. In the heating mode the solar heat 
might be added to the well water loop and in turn to the evaporator in 
the heat pump system, resulting in an improvement in its efficiency. In 
the cooling mode, the solar collectors might be used to reject heat on 
the cool summer nights. 
Both experimental and theoretical work is needed to determine the 
effect of including both ground and solar sources in the heat pump 
systems. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Oklahoma Gas 
& Electric Company (OG&E) have sponsored a project whose objective 
involves the comparison of three different heat pump systems presently 
installed in three nearly identical houses in Perkins, Oklahoma. The 
three heat pump systems are a conventional air source, a ground source/ 
sink, and a solar-assisted ground source/sink. The three systems are 
being compared in terms of 
1. C.O.P. and hence the total energy consumption (SPF) 
2. Peak demand on the utility 
3. Reliability and maintenance 
4. Overall life cycle costs. 
It is also thought that inclusion of a storage tank will help 
greatly in reducing the peak demand of one or more of these systems, 
both. in surmner and winter. The main objective of this study was the 
development and application of a computer subprogram to simulate a 
storage tank to be included in the solar-assisted ground source/sink 
heat pump system. 
The simulation procedures and the discussion of results are pre-




This study has mainly two objectives: 
1. The development and application of a computer subprogram to 
simulate a storage tank to be included in the solar-assisted ground 
source heat pump system. Hopefully a storage tank could make a signif-
icant contribution in reducing the peak demand on the system, which is 
one of the important objectives of this project. 
2. The development of a computer subroutine to simulate the ver-
tical well which serves as a link to exchange the heat between the heat 
pump and the ground. Because of leakage problems in the original well, 
a new well based on a different design, was installed in March 1982. 
This new design is much cheaper, simpler, easy to install and maintain 
than the previous system. 
11 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEMS 
The heat pump systems being compared in this project are installed 
in three identical houses in Perkins, Oklahoma. These houses are facing 
North, and they are built on adjacent lots. Due to their location along 
an East-West road, the houses have been designated as the East, the West, 
and the middle house. The East house is equipped with the air-to-air 
heat pump, the West with a ground source/sink heat pump, and the middle 
with a solar-assisted ground source/sink heat pump. All of the houses 
have been instrumented for direct measurement of heat pump performance 
data. The weather monitoring sensors have been located on a 25-foot 
pole behind the middle house. 
An air-to-air heat pump is installed in the East house. This sys-
tem is considered the base line of comparison. The 1.5-ton unit is a 
Carrier heat pump. 
The West house has a water source heat pump. The schematic of the 
system is shown in Figure 6. This system uses a Commandaire water 
source heat pump with a 250-foot well (originally a 5-inch pvc pipe 
cased and sealed) and using ordinary water at 15 psig. The water is 
pressurized to prevent the air buildup in the system. Two 1-inch pvc 
pipes are used to circulate the exchange fluid through the water refrig-
erant heat exchanger. In the original version water was taken from the 
top of the well to go through the heat pump and returned to the bottom 
12 
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Figure 6. Schematic of tlte Ground Source/Sink Heat Pump System I-' 
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of the well. As the water rises to the top, heat is transferred to or 
from the surrounding earth. 
Figure 7 shows the schematic of the solar-assisted ground source/ 
sink heat pump system in the middle house. The heat pump unit and the 
well are the same as those described for the previous system. The addi-
tion of the solar loop is meant for improving the efficiency of the heat 
pump system during both the heating and cooling modes. The solar loop 
consists of the solar panels, the heat exchanger, the circulation pump 
and the accumulator. There is an array of five collector panels. The 
panels are bare steel plates (7 ft x 4 ft) with 0.5-inch copper tubing 
spaced four inches center to center. The panels have non-selective 
black coating. The array is mounted vertically against the south wall 
of the house. The solar loop us.es a 50% ethylene glycol solution as the 
heat transfer fluid. 
When the heat pump is in the heating mode, the collected solar heat 
will be transferred to the well water loop and in turn to the refrig-
erant, hopefully resulting in improvement of the efficiency of heat pump 
cycle. When the heat pump is in the cooling mode, it is rejecting heat 
to the well water loop. The solar loop was intended to be helpful in 
dissipating heat from the well water loop on cool summer nights. This 
was hoped to result in more efficient heat pump operation. 
The solar loop controller starts the solar loop pump when the temp-
erature of the collector panels is 20° higher in winter, or lower in 
summer, than the temperature of water entering the ethylene glycol-water 
exchanger. The controller also starts the well water pump if it is not 
operating at that time. When the temperature difference decreases to 
5°F, the pumps are switched off. The well water pump will continue to 
run if the compressor is on. 
ACCUMULATOR 
Figure 7. 
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All three houses have a domestic water preheater. When the compres-
sor is running, the water preheater circulates the water through a coiled 
tubing heat exchanger and collects heat from hot gases exiting the com-
pressor. This device operates when the compressor is running; the heat 
pump may be in a heating or cooling mode. 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF THE STORAGE TANK 
Need for Thermal Storage 
In ground source heat pump systems the well serves as the link 
between the source/sink (the earth), and the heat pump. In very cold 
weather when the heating load for the house is large, the heat pump is 
"on" most of the time. So the temperature of the water in the earth 
water heat exchanger loop almost decreases continuously. This in turn 
reduces the capacity of the heat pump to supply heat to the house. This 
fact is clearly indicated by Figure 12. A stage comes when the heat 
pump capacity is insufficient to meet the heating load on the house, and 
the resistance heat comes on. This will put a large demand on the util-
ity company during a peak period. Increase in the peak demand is a 
major consideration for a utility company because it forces them to in-
crease their capacity for power production. If total energy sales do 
not increase at the same rate, a poor load factor results. 
It was thought that demand for a particular house could be reduced 
by adding a storage tank in the heat pump system. Energy can be stored 
in it at off peak hours. Stored energy can be used effectively when the 
demand on the system is maximum. This will reduce the peak demand on 
the system. 
17 
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Storage Tank Simulation 
The common method of storing hot water is in an insulated upright 
cylindrical tank. These water tanks may operate with significant degrees 
of thermal stratification resulting from the temperature of water at the 
top of the tank being higher than that at the bottom. Thermal stratifica-
tion is desirable for mainly two reasons: First, comparatively hotter 
water is drawn from the top of the tank and is supplied to the load. Sec-
ond, comparatively cooler water is drawn from the bottom of the tank and 
is circulated through the solar collectors to collect heat. This 
promotes more efficient operation of the solar collectors. 
The basic heat and mass transfer relations governing the behavior 
of a storage tank with thermal stratification are complicated. However, 
the tank can be modelled by making some simplifying assumptions. The 
tank is assumed as being divided into N fully mixed isothermal nodes. An 
energy balance is written for each node of the tank. Finally there will 
be a set of N simultaneous differential equations that can be solved for 
the temperatures of the N nodes as functions of time (5, 9). 
Before writing an energy balance, it is necessary to make assump-
tions about how the entering water stream is distributed to various nodes. 
Actually, the mixing of flow streams will depend on the size and shape of 
the storage tank, location of inlets and outlets, and flow rates of enter-
ing and leaving streams. If the fluid flows into and out of the storage 
tank at low velocities, then it can be assumed that the entering water 
flow finds its way down inside the tank to a particular node where its 
density nearly matches with that of the water in that particular node. 
Figure 9 shows a hot water storage tank with thermal stratification. 
It is divided into N fully mixed nodes. The energy balance on a segment 
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Figure 9. Schematic of the Hot Water Storage Tank With 
Thermal Stratification 
i is expressed as follows: 
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1 if T. 1> T > T. 1- c 1 
0 otherwise 
1 if T. >T > T.+l 
1 L 1. 
0 otherwise 
i-1 
1: a.. J j=l 
N 
I: s. J j=i+l 
mass of fluid in storage tank (lbm); 
fluid in the tank (1~~ F); specific heat of 
temperature of fluid in the tank (F) ; 
time (hr); 
me = mass flow rate of hot fluid from collector( 1~: ); 
T temperature of hnt fluid entering the tank; 
c 
~ = mass flow rate of the fluid drawn from the tank to supply 
the load( 1~: ); 
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(1) 
T1 temperature of the fluid coming back from the load to 
the tank (F); 
U = overall heat transfer coefficient for the tank surface 
A 
2 (BTU/hr-ft -F); 
2 
surface area of the tank (ft ) ; and 
ambient temperature (F). 
22 
The net flow between nodes can be either up or down, depending upon 
the magnitudes of the collector and load flow rates and the values of 
the two control functions a and 8 at any particular time. 
This set of N simultaneous differential equations can be solved by 
using Runge-Kutta method with the help of a computer. 
However, simulations of the long term performance of residential 
solar space and water heating systems with fully mixed and stratified 
liquid storage have indicated that the improvement in system performance 
due to thermal stratification is small (5). 
So the computer subroutine to be included in the simulation program 
is based on the conservative assumption that the tank is fully mixed, 
i.e., isothermal. 
An energy balance can be written as shown in Equation (2). 
The tank temperature can be obtained by integration of its time 
derivative. 
The overall heat loss coefficient was taken from (14). 
0.2 BTU 2 0 hr-ft - F 
The storage tank is cylindrical in shape with the diameter equal 
to its length. 
23 
Application of Thermal Storage 
An analysis was made of the effect of adding a storage tank in the 
solar-assisted ground source/sink heat pump system in the middle house. 
The storage tank is added in parallel to the well, as shown in 
Figure 10. 
where 
Controls are set such that energy is stored in the tank when 
1. 
2. 
heat pump is off, and 
(T T ) > 20 °F 
- T k c an 
T = collector temperature; and 
c 
T = temperature of water in the storage tank. Tank 
The basic objective is to include the storage tank in the circuit 
when the heat pump capacity is insufficient to handle the heating load 
on the house and thus prevent the use of resistance heat. 
Two options were considered when setting controls to include the 
storage tank in the circuit. 
Option I - when temperature of the water going to the well goes 
0 down to 34 F the storage tank is included in the circuit. Storage tank 
0 0 
water is in the range of 55 to 60 F. The storage tank takes care of the 
system until the storage temperature drops down to 40°F. As the ground 
is warmer as compared to the well water, the well picks up heat from the 
ground in the meantime. The well is then again included in the circuit, 
and the storage tank is valved off and isolated from the circuit unless 
some additional energy is added to it from solar collectors. 
Option II - when the temperature of water going to the well goes 
down to 38°F, the well is cut off from the circuit and the storage tank 
is included in the circuit. Now comparatively hot water from the 
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Figure 10. Schematic of the Solar-Assisted Ground Source/Sink 




storage tank is circulated in the loop. The well collects heat from the 
ground in the meantime. 0 When the well water temperature goes to 45 F, 
it is included in the circuit. So we switch back and forth between well 
and storage tank all the time. 
The simulation program was run for artificially imposed cold day 
conditions for two days because the actual recorded temperatures were 
not low enough for the well water to freeze. 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT OPTIONS OF CONTROL SETTINGS TO 
INCLUDE THE STORAGE TANK IN THE HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 
Total compressor and fan KWH 
consumption 
Total resistance heat (KWH) 









Th.e control strategy stated in Option II appears to be better than 
Option I. This result can be predi.cted by plotting "well water tern-
perature rise" against "time" as shown in Figure 11. The slope of the 
curve decreases with time continuously. So it is better to let the well 
recover in short spells of time, keeping the temperature rise to 4 to 
0 6 F. This way we can make maximum use of the well and collect maximum 
energy from the ground. 
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(February 9-16). Measured weather data, which was stored on a magnetic 
tape, was transferred to a TSO file and the necessary inputs for the 
simulation program were read from it. The results show that one sunny 
day raises the temperature of water in the storage tank of 1000 gallon 
capacity of approximately S°F. Since bare collectors are being used, a 
lot of heat is lost by convection. 
Stored energy can be utilized to prevent the freezing of water in 
the well on a very cold night. The chosen week of February, for which 
the simulation program was run, was one of the coldest weeks in the 
year. But still the outdoor temperature was always above the balance 
* point so the well water did not freeze and resistance heat never came 
on. In order to observe the usefulness of the storage tank, the simu-
lation program was run at the balance point conditions. 
Figure 12 is used to find the balance point for the houses with 
ground coupling. Graph I shows how the heating loads (BTU/hr) on the 
houses vary with the outdoor temperature. CHLSYM (8), the transient 
heating-cooling load simulation program was used to predict load 
requirements of the house. The program reads fifteen minutes' interval 
data from the weather tapes. The information regarding the structural 
geometry of the house is stored on the separate magnetic discs, which 
serves as another input to the program. 
Graph II is a plot of the heat pump heating capacity (BTU/hr) vs. 
the entering water temperature, which in this case is the temperature 
of water coming out of the well. The steady state performance of the 
heat pump units is described by polynomials obtained from least-square 
* Balance point is the outdoor temperature at which the heating 
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curve fit of the manufacturer's performance data (6). The two graphs 
are plotted on the same sheet with the same scale on both the axes. 
If the temperature of water coming out of the well is 40°F, the corres-
ponding heating capacity of the heat pump is 19600 BTU hr 
If the heating load on the house is 19600 BTU hr' then the corres-
ponding outdoor temperature as read from the graph is (-10°)F, which is 
the balance point of the system. 
The simulation program was run for the middle house under these 
artificially imposed cold day conditions. The controls were set as 
described in Option II. Comparison of_ results is as shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
EFFECT OF STORAGE TANK ON THE PERFORMANCE OF 
HEAT PUMP SYSTEM IN WINTER 
With Storage Tank Without Storage Tank 
Total compressor and fan 
consumption (KWH) 
Total resistance heat (KWH) 








0 The temperature of water in the storage tank dropped by 18 F. So 
the storage tank took care of the system for this exceptionally cold 
day. The resistance heat never came on. Also, the well water did not 
freeze. Three to four sunny days are enough to store sufficient energy 
in the tank, which can be utilized on a very cold day. If any other 
30 
kind of cheap fuel is available at a particular place, it can be used 
to add more energy to the tank. 
The simulation program was run for the third and fourth weeks in 
November 1981, and the first week of December 1981. For these sunny 
days, when the outdoor temperature was not very low, the heat pump was 
off for most of the time and a lot of energy was stored in the tank. 
0 The storage tank temperature reached above 80 F, which was not desir-
able because the collectors will operate at lower efficiency under 
these conditions. Since it is unlikely that the temperature of water 
0 
entering the well will go down to 35 F under these conditions, the con-
troller settings must be changed to make use of the stored energy in the 
tank. 
The same principle was used to reduce the peak demand in summer. 
The idea was to cool the water in the storage tank by circulating it 
through the solar collectors on the cool summer nights. The simulation 
program was run for a hot week in August 1981, and the results obtained 
were as shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 
EFFECT OF STORAGE TANK ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
HEAT PUMP SYSTEM IN SUMMER 
With Storage Tank Without Storage Tank 
Total compressor and fan KWH 
consumption 
Total heat pump operating 
time (hr2 
Heat pump average coefficient 
of performance 




Simulation program results for other days in summer also indicate 
that the storage tank is more useful in reducing the peak demand in 
winter than in summer. 
Circuit Modifications 
With the present design of the heat pump system in the middle house, 
it is not possible to make use of the energy collected by solar col-
lectors on sunnner afternoons. This energy can be utilized by modifying 
the circuit, as shown in Figure 13. 
The energy collected by solar collectors is exchanged with water 
in the domestic water preheater tank through a heat exchanger. The 
water preheater circulates the water through another heat exchanger and 
collects heat from the hot gases exiting the compressor. 
When the simulation program was run for sunny days in winter, it 
was observed that when both the heat pump and solar loop pump are on 
0 0 
the temperature of water going to the well is normally 66 to 70 F, and 
the temperature of water coming out of the well is 62° to 64°F. The 
heat lost to the ground is expected to be recovered later when the heat 
pump is on and solar loop pump is off. 
An attempt was made to modify the circuit and utilize this energy 
more effectively to improve the overall efficiency of the system. The 
circuit is modified, as shown in Figure 14. A fraction of the flow is 
bypassed to the well. The other fraction collects heat from the fluid 
in the solar loop, and then both the fractions are mixed together. The 
best results are obtained when 80 percent of the flow is bypassed to 
the well. The simulation program results for cold days in February 1981 
show a saving of 0.75 KWH per day. The energy saving is increased when 
the collector area is increased. Doubling the collector area in the 
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above case resulted in energy saving of 1.4 KWH per day. 
The simulation program runs for November 1981 show an energy saving 
of 1.8 KWH per day. This is due to the fact that when outdoor temper-
ature is not very low (never goes below 32°F), the heat pump is not on 
continuously, but it goes on and off frequently. When the heat pump 
is off, the well gets a chance to recover and in turn collects more 
energy from the ground. 
In general, this circuit modification seems to improve the effi-
ciency of the system; however, experimental observations are necessary 
to support these findings. 
Additional Storage Subsystem Requirements 
The application of the storage tank is to reduce the peak demand 
in a heat pump system as discussed above. These results are based on 
the computer simulation of all components in the system. In practice, 
when the tank is to be installed in the house, a lot of other require-
ments must be satisfied. The designed function of the storage sub-
system will have an influence in deciding the shape, size, location, 
interface requirements, insulation requirements, etc. Some of the 
important factors are discussed briefly here. 
1. Choice of material - Most of the conventional construction 
materials like steel, aluminum, wood, concrete, and various other plas-
tics have potential in hot water solar storage systems. A variety of 
insulating materials and anticorrosion coatings are also useful for 
these tanks. Durability, weight, and cost are the major considerations 
in the selection of proper material for the tank. A lot of factors 
affect the durability of storage tanks, the major ones being corrosion, 
heat and chemical deterioration, and insulation degradation due to 
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water and vapor infiltration. A detailed discussion about various tank 
materials is given in reference (7). 
2. Compatibility with structure - The storage system must be 
compatible with the other elements of the system connected to it. It 
should have ready facility for the attachment and integration of input 
and output pipe connections, heat exchangers, valves, and control sys-
tem components. As far as possible, the system should cause the least 
interference with the normal functions of residents and should not 
damage the aesthetic value of the house. 
3. Safety and health - The system operation should be safe for 
the residents of the house. An adequate number of valves should be 
fitted to avoid any cross connections with the domestic water supply 
and consequent contamination. 
4. Maintainability - The system must be readily repairable with 
minimum skills and minimum downtime. System components must be readily 
accessible for adjustment, repairs, etc. System components must be 
readily replaceable at the end of their service life. 
5. Flexibility - The system design should promote maximum flexi-
bility in terms of future changes in capacity, adding insulation, 
adding function, etc. 
6. Capacity - It is difficult to come up with some standard rules 
to decide the capacity of the storage tank for a particular house at a 
particular location. For the heat pump system in the middle house, a 
storage tank size 1000 to 1200 gallons seems to be an optimum size. 
For smaller tank sizes, the change in the storage tank water temper-
ature will be larger for the same heat addition or removal. For a tank 
of 600 gallon capacity, the temperature change in one day for the bal-
ance point conditions in the middle house would be approximately 30°F. 
This means that the tank water temperature should be above 70°F, which 
will cause more heat losses from the tank. Secondly, if the storage 
water temperature is large, it will promote inefficient operation of 
solar collectors and consequently the amount of heat added from the 
solar loop will be less. 
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CHAPTER V 
SIMULATION OF VERTICAL EARTH WATER HEAT EXCHANGER 
Initially, the design of vertical earth water heat exchanger was 
as shown in Figure 15. Water is taken from the top of the well to go 
through the heat pump and is returned to the bottom of the well in a 
l~-inch pvc pipe. As the water rises to the top, heat is transferred 
to or from the surrounding earth. This configuration has given success-
ful experimental results, but because of the leakage problem in the well 
cap at the upper end of the well, a new well was installed in March 1982 
based on a different design, as shown in Figure 16. The new design is a 
simple "U" tube of high density polyethylene PE 3408. This new design 
is much cheaper, simpler, easier to install and maintain than the older 
pvc system. 
Simulation Procedure 
The literature search revealed that relatively few techniques have 
been developed to efficiently give the relationship of well water and 
soil temperatures as functions of time and position. Comparatively more 
efforts have been spent on analytical solutions. Numerical methods 
based on finite difference approximations offer a powerful technique for 
the solution of these heat transfer problems. The technique used is 
fairly straightforward and generally applicable, and gives reasonably 
accurate answers to the problems which are often awkward and difficult 
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to the problem of vertical ground coil system with the step function 
heat input, but his results are not valid for cycle times less than ten 
hours; whereas in practice, the heat pump cycle time may be less than 
thirty minutes. 
The numerical technique as given in (11) and (6) has been modified 
to simulate the new design of vertical earth water heat exchanger. The 
well is divided into a finite number of increments, as shown in Figure 
17. The far field soil temperatures for different well increments were 
decided according to the suggestions of Collins (13). According to the 
Collins map, the annual average ground temperature is 62°F in Oklahoma 
for depths from 30 to 60 ft. with an increase of 1°F for every 64 ft. 
further increase in depth. 
For each tube increment, an energy balance equation is written and 
heat exchange between the tube and soil as well as between two adjacent 
tube increments is computed. This computation leads to the determina-
tion of fluid temperature at the end of a tube increment. This process 
is continued until the fluid temperature at the end of the tube is 
determined. 
Five heat transfer terms must be considered while writing an energy 
balance for a tube increment. These are the heat transfer by conduction 
between two adjacent tube increments, heat transfer by convection between 
fluid and well inner surface, enthalpy change in the fluid passing 
through this particular well increment, the heat stored in the fluid 
increment because of temperature difference in a definite time step, and 
the heat transfer by conduction to the ground. 
The term for heat flow by conduction between two adjacent tube 
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Figure 17. Schematic of "U" Tube for Computational Purposes 
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Figure 18. Section of 'U" Tube to Find the 
Conduction Heat Transfer Be-
tween Adjacent Tube Sections 
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right-hand side tube increments are assumed to be at uniform temperatures 
of T and T' , respectively. 
avgi avgi 
The heat transfer rate through an element of length l, width dy and 
height 62 is given by 
dq KA dT = - K(dy6Z) ~T dx -<-
Using cylindrical polar coordinates: 
dy 
dq = 
r COS d8 
r(l-COSG) + b 
- K(dy 6Z)(T 
avgi 




Q = 2 f 
- K(yCOSG) 6Z (T - ?' )dG 
avgi ~ avgi 
cond (1 - COSG) + b 
0 
Q = - 2 x 6Z x K( T - TI ) 




The heat flow by convection is given by 
where 
h A 
n ( T - T ) avgn wn 
IT/2 
f r cose dG r(l - COSG) + b 
0 
h f ff . . ( BTU h convection eat trans er coe icient 2 0 
hr-ft - F 
An surface area of 6Z increment (ft 2); 
n 
Tw well surf ace temp for the th 0 n increment ( F) ; and 
n 
T = mean average of inlet and outlet temps 
avgn 
(Tfn + Tfn+l)/2 (OF)• 
The heat flow due to enthalpy change in the fluid passing through an 
increment is given 
where 
( BTU ) mCp = fluid capacity rate hr _ F 
The heat stored in the fluid increment over a time step is 
MCp 
where 
M = mass of fluid increment (lbm) ; 
Tavg =mean average temp. in the fluid increment a time step 
n 
later (F); and 
68 = time step (Hr) 
Energy balance on a fluid increment can then be written as 
Substituting all of the terms as calculated before in the above 
equation, we get 
A Tavg + B Tw - C T 
n n fn 
where 




[ 2m + hAn] M MCp 
A 




-[2m + hAn J-l 68 
M MCp 






The temperature distribution in the soil is governed by the one-
dimensional heat conduction equation. 
With the initial condition 
T(r,8) = T. 
1. 
for all r > r 
0 
and boundary conditions 
T(a,8) 





for all 8 > 8 
Q 
0 
for all 8 > 8 
0 
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Finite difference techniques were used to solve for the radial tern-
peratures in the ground. An implicit method with nonuniform grid, as 
given by Kahchanalai (11) was used to solve the problem. 
The iterative loop to compute the temperatures at various tube 
increments can be summarized as follows: 
1. Guess Q, the heat conducted to the ground and the temperatures 
at all the nodes in the R.H.S. tube. TF. , the temperature of fluid in 
entering the tube is known. So start with TF. and calculate the in 
temperatures at the end of successive tube increments. 




2. Temperatures at all the nodes in the L.H.S. tube are now known. 
Start with TF and follow similar steps to get the temperature of fluid 
n 
going out of the well. 
3. Compare the temperatures at all nodes in the R.H.S. tube with 
the assumed ones. If they don't agree within certain limits, then 
change the initial guess Q and repeat those steps until convergence is 
established. 
The method described above is expensive so far as computer time is 
concerned (since this subroutine is called twice in every fifteen min-
utes of time interval). Experimental observations show that the tem-
perature differences between the water going in and corning out from a 250 
0 ft. deep well is approximately 4 to 5 F. So a simplifying assumption 
was made. That is, the average temperature of any two adjacent tube 
increments throughout the length of the well is constant. 
The computational strategy can be summarized as follows: 
1. The temperature of fluid going to the well TF. is known. in 
Assume TF the temperature of fluid corning out of "U" tube. 
out 
2. Calculate the equivalent diameter of a single pipe. Since the 
pipe diameters are small, the cross-sectional areas were just added to 
get cross-sectional area and hence the diameter of a single pipe. 
3. Initially, this pipe was at a uniform temperature of TF. in 
Net heat exchange between the fluid and the ground is 
Q = mC (TF - TF. ) p out in 
where 
mC =well fluid capacity rate(, BT~F). p nr-
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Now for this heat flow rate, the temperature of the whole pipe is 
calculated after a definite time step (heat pump on time, in this case). 
Compare this temperature with the average temperature of pipe 
T = TF. + TF in out 
avg 2 
Repeat these steps until convergence is established. 
4. Calculate 
TF 
out 2 * T avg TF. in 
Model Validation 
Figure 19 shows the plot of measured and simulated well outlet 
temperatures for May 26, 1982 for the West house. Actual recorded data 
stored on the magnetic discs have been used. Well outlet temperature is 
an important parameter because it determines the compressor KWH consump-
tion. The simulated values show a close agreement with the measured ones. 
Figure 20 shows a plot of the temperature difference of water going 
to and coming out of the well for May 25, 1982. This particular plot 
and the simulation results for few other days in the summer indicate that 
the temperature difference in water as predicted by the computer simu-
lation is on an average five percent higher than the observed values. 
This is expected since the cross-sectional area of a single pipe is com-
puted by just adding the cross-sectional areas of individual pipes. 
More experimental data for summer as well as winter operations is 
required for comparison with simulated results so that an empirical rela-
tion to calculate the equivalent diameter of a single pipe can be estab-
lished. 
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can be used to determine the effects of varying different design para-
meters on the performance of the heat pump system. The program can also 
be used to determine the various design parameters concerning the geo-
metry of the well. An analytical approach is given here to determine 
the well depth for the ground/source sink heat pump system installed in 
the West house. 
Figure 21 shows a plot of the well water temperatures after 3000 
hours of heat pump operation during summer for various well depths. The 
following assumptions have been made: 
1. Heating or cooling season consists of approximately 3000 hours. 
2. The heat pump cycle time is 30 minutes. The heat pump oper-
ates at its full capacity of 19,600 BTU/hr for half of the cycle time 
and is off for the rest of the cycle time. 
Actual well radius of 2.5 in. and the average values of thermal 
conductivity and thermal diffusivity are taken. 
Figure 22 shows a similar plot for the same heat pump system during 
winter operations. It can be concluded from the graphs that a well depth 
of 200 ft. is required to prevent freezing (32°F) of water in winter 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the main objectives of this study was the development and 
application of a computer subprogram to simulate a storage tank to be 
included in the solar-assisted ground source heat pump system. The 
simulation results show that the storage tank helps greatly in pre-
venting the freezing of water in the well water loop, and prevents the 
electric resistance backup heat from coming on, on a very cold day. 
Results given in Table II indicate the significant contribution made by 
the storage tank in reducing the peak demand on the system in winter. 
Simulation results also indicate that the storage tank is more 
helpful in reducing peak demand in winter than in summer. 
Experimental and economic analyses are required to support the cir-
cuit modifications suggested in Figures 13 and 14. 
Finite difference approximation techniques for the modelling of 
vertical earth water heat exchangers are demonstrated. 
The new well was installed in March, 1982 based on a different 
design. This new design is cheaper, simpler, easy to install and main-
tain. 
As of this date, a few days of edited data for the West house and 
middle house are available to run the simulation program. A lot of 
data are necessary to make a comparison of simulated and actually 
recorded well water temperatures so that an empirical relation to 
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determine the equivalent diameter of a single pipe as described in Chap-
ter V can be established. 
It is suggested that other horizontal and vertical configurations 
of earth water heat exchangers should be studied to come up with the 
cheapest and most efficient configuration. 
Use of antifreeze solution in the well water loop can be beneficial, 
however, necessary care should be taken to avoid any cross connections 
with the domestic water supply and consequent contamination. 
Th.e simulation results about heat dissipation by the solar collec-
tors, when the heat pump is in the cooling mode, are not very encourag-
ing. So it may be a better idea to use glass-covered collectors which 
will increase the heat gain in winter significantly. However, the 
present location of the sular collectors will have to be changed so that 
the collectors will not be damaged by children who might be playing in 
the backyard. 
Economic study should be performed to optimize the various system 
components. 
Multiple wells of smaller depth have shown no significant advan-
tages over a single well of the same total depth in energy saving and 
increasing the capacity of the heat pump system. The decision depends 
on 
1. drilling cost 
2. drilling problems 
if, for instance, there should be rocks after a certain depth in the 
soil. 
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APPENDIX 




Main program with storage tank included; storage tank is modeled in 
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l.JClx,•ToTAl.. COMPReSSQR .. i"AN(S) KWH CONSUMPTlCN :•,F10.2.,-1 • .Jax. 00000790 
.?•TOTAi.. RESISTANCE H~T =• • .oox.;:10.2 • .11 • .Jex. 00000800 
~·HC:...:.T "uHP AVERAGE :!JEFF. IJF PERFOAAANCE =•12X0Fl0e2l 00000810 
708 FORH,,,.Tl///./045.X.39( ••• , .;.45.1(,••• ,37x.••• .1.•sx .. ••,4x. 00000820 
•'TuT"4." FOR OAY 1 ol.?a' uF MONTH '•1214Xo'*'•/o4l:.X1'*'•.37Xe 1 *'•1• 00000830 
2<> SX 039 l '•')) 00000840 
709 ;.o~,..,,,.T< 1 1 1 olS(/lo.J&Xo63('*'J ,/,3&x,••• o61Xo• ••1.1...J&Xo'*'••X• 00000850 
l' PERFORMANCE SUMHARY FOR THE •.1.J.•-OAY SlMUl..ATlON PE1Uco•,4x.•••.ooooosoo 
t!../o.)4Ao 1 *' 1clX•'*'•/034Xo63('*') l 00000870 
(.;.;;,;>M: 5e::> 00000880 
Fl.ulll=l2oJ 00000890 
AM; 11=497 • .J•CPF•G~M 00000900 
A.M~G=~1a.1•CPG•FL.Ow 00000910 




.>uo. 7= o.o 
SUM8=0eJ 
i<.MOOE=o.o 




aAST HOUSE I 
< .>ti OOL.E HOJ SE 
l .CST HOUSE I 
k"-'.:llSo L'l?IJT) 
IF(M0AYleEQ...a4)G0 Tu ..->o 
KOAY="'O'°'Y 1-1 
.,;C 500 l= l • 18000 
REAOll olO l )!DAY ,Jo1HR0MlNoKTE1J<.TM,1<.TWlloJ<.TWoKTll.i 
,,..;i ... y:"'ll'f-20 
IF lMOAY oGT o1'10AY l I GO TO oOo 
!F(...C.AYoEQoi<.OA'foANOoMHR • .:;Q.23oANOo.iINoEQ.45) GO TO oOO 
~o;c CONTINu.:: 
oO.J JC.:lOOO .J=,..DAYloMOAYZ 
NKuvNT=O 
;;u,.. L= o. J 
.>Ui14Z -=O, J 
.';UM..>=OoJ 
su,......;O ,;;i 
• Rl T~ { <u l I 
lF{lt<lv.:iEoE:..oll •RIT2:(6,2) riSlo.JoMONTH 
IFlIHCUSE.E~.21 llRITE(o,.J) HS2tHS22.J.~ONTH 
iF( lHOUSC:oEQ • .J) ll"ll TElao.i!) HS.Je.JoMUNTH 
!F( lHO..'°EoEiOel l OUTE(6o.+) 
• Fl l 11ous;. EQ • .z. Ck. I rtOuSE. Ea.3) WR IT E (6 .s 
N,;).,j1'1.:J 
~E.:..c (Z. bl TSE TO. TS ETN .r HRANG. IT IMO. IT l~N 














































7 i" ORMATOF20.l l 
~EAO( Zo l:ll (Ql..OAO<l J ,1.:1 0241 
C)O 1200 "'R=loZ4 
uFOMT( ... R):s,1..oAO(KRJ/400 
l ZOO .:ONTlNUE 
JC 1.30Q KS=l,23 
'"Sl..CPtKSl :(70f<T(KS+ll -QFORT(KS l 
7 S...IJ? l <Si =TMulJM\ KS+ l) -TROOM(K Sl 
l ..> •N CONTINUE 
as1..uP(~~l=CFORT(Z4l-QFORT(1) 
TSl..CP(,~l=TFlOOM(,4)-TROOM(ll 
l.)Q 2900 l =1 ·'" 
Tll$v,..=J.o 
HPQSUM=O• 0 
RUNSuM: .)• 0 
.>UM,..•H=JoJ 
SUMkC:S= olo 0 





ll"PUT 6Ull..01NG l..uAO ANO lNOOOR TEMPERATURES CC.MPUTEO ev l...CSlM 




Nl<uUNT =NK Oi.;NT • 1 
lNPuT CATA FROl4 •EATHCR Fll..ES 
><EAOl lo <!OJ l40AY oKHO'-..R ,KMl NoKTOIJToKT11•oKTWMoKRHO oAAHEo 
:. KRHWoKRH14oKSRHoKSRVoKW0oKWV 
14l4Y:MOA Y-ZO 
HOIJ~•KHO..R +tC.M lN/60o J 
T•IFK rw.- Q .10 •32 .o 
Tw.14:1( TWM• O. 16+ 32. 0 
T .. 01a:KT Ou T •o. 18 •32 .o 
"'HU=KRHO/ 1 00. 0 
IF(l<Hu ... r.1.ol Rl-O=RHO/LO.o 
lF\ r<HO • ..;T .1 • .l) fd..0=1•0 
•ll=,..11111 
,.o;,.:( •.:> 
!Fl~RH.l..Eo.I. l KSRH=O 
lFlKSRVol..Eoll ~SRV=O 
l Fl iN oe ..... Ew .1 ) .sR=<K.~ H/ z. 79498 
i F( INOEX •E IOo.a l 3R=KSRVI' Z o l 7036 
!F1 iHOU~oGTo l) ~a Ta 401 
"' HI=<; 'l. H~ l 00 • 0 
'>Jl !F(lHOUSEoNE • .al (;OTO 402 
t<Hl=i<.RHM/ lOOoO 
4 0.2 l F \lt;Ou:;;c.1..To3l GO TO ~0.3 
r<HI=,._RH•/ l 00.0 
;;.03 IF(f<Hle.;.T.10.ll f<Ml=«Hl/10•0 
tF1/'IOAYoGT•.J•ANOoNK.~UNT01..To96J GO TO 700 
l F ( .;.; ol.Eo l .ANC e l•i..E al oAN Oe.J eEQ eMOA Y l l TC 1 =T06 
IF( .J.J•l..E• 1. ANC. 1.1...Eol oANOo.J.EQe/o40AYl oll>NO. It;OIJSE • .Ea • .z I TFOIJT=Tll/o4 
lF(.J.J ol..E• l oANO. I ... e:.1 .ANO • .J.E.Q.~AYloANU.lHOl..Sc.eQ.Jl 1FC~T:Ta• 
l NOEx FOR HEAT ?J 1-P MOOE OF OPERA TI.JN 
iMO uE : 
I /olQiJE = Z 
HEAT ?UMP l S IN THE HEAT l N'° 14COE 











































































IMOOE • ..l ( HEAT PMUP IS CFF l 
RAT l O•l • 0 
:JNT !llE: 0 .o 
.;;c,,.P=o.o 
CKllH=O.O 





lF(QSl..OGel.. T.O.o.0'1eTAl4:S•l..TooOe0) 11400E=l 
• F ( Q01..0G. GT MJ .o .ANO.T JliH~ .1..T .60 .o) IMO OE= 3 
iFl IMO::>E.Ea.1 eANOo TO*'•GE • (TlSET+THRAlltG/2 .Ol) IlllCCE=3 
l F \ l.>IOOE• Eu eZ .ANOe T .:la el..E • (Tl S£ T- THRANG/ 2• OJ ) l MOOE :.J 
lF(AdS(~l..OGJ.l..TolOOoOl lMOOEa.J 
1 F \ li-400Eo EI.it• 4! l KMOOE: 1 
IF( lHOJ~EoEQel) GO TO 507 
1 F \I MOOE• Eco.~) GO Tc; 504" 
IFUMOOEeE~e.Zl GO TO 501 
CAI..~ HPUMPH (TFOUT.TOBoGGPM,QaLOGoQGRONOoQCAP.CXWH.COPoONTlMEo 
~ RATlOollRESl 

























501 CALI.. XMO!ST (TOa.Tw1:hlV-ll.2.1~.flil6.HAlR·•SAT1wAlR.TW>l&.I.) 00002.200 
.:.A.._ ~U" > C 'TFOUT, TOS o T illi5 .G~PMo llCU..DG oYGRONO owCJIP 1C1C;llH 0CCP11JNT lME 000002210 
~ RATIO) 00002220 
50.:: TFHP=TFOUTf•QGRCNO/XMCll 00002230 
:;iQ.; IFl!MUOc.EYe.Jl TFHP=TFOUT 
Hc.::;::.,+Wll• co • ..la+O • .JO l•WV) 
T S4 :T Al4d+" U'H*SR./HO 
~o a5oo IT114E•1.2 
l F( 1 T liite. GE•2 lTFHP• TFOUT 
1 Fl IT lNC:. Ge.a ·"NOe 1 MOOE• l.. T •.l• AN). ONTI ME· Ge. l • 0) 
:;. TFHP=TFOUT +QfiiRON UIXMClll 
1FClHOUSEoEOe3•0R•(114COE.EOeloAN0eSRel..E.OeOll GC TO 511 
1FCKON.EQell GC TO 512 
l.:..;.NT"1.:l.., STRATE:OY FOR TURNING THE SOL.AR l..OOP PUMP ONe 
IF< lMOOE.i:QeleANOe ( TSA-TFHPI .1..T.aO.O l GO TO 511 
~ F (I MOOE. EQ • .J .»10 •• 010 oe. EQ. o. ANO·< TSA-TF HP)• l.. T. 2 o. 0) GC TO 511 
IF(li'IOOE.e:c..2.ANOe(TFHP TSAl.l.To20.0 l GO TO 511 
iF( I1400E eE Qe.Je ANO. i<.MOOE .EQ •leANO • ( TFHP-T S.Al • l.. Te 20 eO > GC TO 51 l 
512 CAl..l.. SCL,:.R (TA'4l:lo•OR1wV.SRolNOEXoHOUR.MONTHoNOOl4.TCloTC01QUeTC. 
~ I TI IE> 
...Sul.."'EXE*X"4CW*C TCO-TFl-P l 
QSi.lL.l : wS CL. 
TC! =T::u~·QSQ../Xl4CG 
T F !N=TF HP +OSOL./ x.>4C• 
•t.lT!a(c o271ll TCoTFHP1TFINoQSCL.oTCC.TCloQU 
C.::711 
c 










































C.QNTRCil.. STRATEGY FOR TURNING THE S 0..AR 1..00P PU14P iJFF. 
t<..ON=l 
!F{ Il400E.e:a.1.ANO. ( TC-TFHP1 • .ae.s.01 ;:;c TC 506 
iF(;"4QUC1:.Ei;oe.J.ANOet<.1400E.EQ.O.ANOoCTC-TFHPlo.OE.5eOl <iO TO 506 
IFCI."IOUE.El.leZ•ANOe(TFHP TCleGE.5oOl iOU TO 506 
I Fl Il'llJDE. EU• J. ANO. KMOOE • EQ .1 o ANO• ( TFHP... TCl • G E•5 .a) GO TC 506 
~ ll T F I N.::T FHP 
K-Cf\.:.C 
y~~: O • .J 
TCi=7Do 
5 06 .-EAC:l(/'4C W* l TF I N-1- OUTl 
IFllTlNE .... e.11 TwIN=TFIN 
CAl..1.. TUSE l TF IN.l.l£)( C.RAT IO.T'4l01 TFOUT10NT DCE l 
w Tl SuMawTt Sl.M+TFIN 
•TllSuM=s•T 0SU14+TFOuT 
asoo c CNTI NuE 
iF(lOPei..EeO) GQ TI:I 1900 
4 F( Q:OOl..l. • E ;;. QS0&..2> I.IS 01..l :a 0 eO 
QSUL.2 : QSCl.J. 
111 R1Tl: (6.oO 1 > HCVR1 T ~So T ce.aa&..OGoONT11'4E, QCAP .w:cE s.c,....,.. 1CCP ,QSCl.l , 
~ T•INoTFOUT 
1.oO TO 1900 
5 07 .i. F ( H40LlE• EQe.3 > GO T 0 609 
1FCIMODEeEQe2) GO TO 508 
CAL.I.. APU,,.PH ( TA146o T08.Q8LOGoOCV .ex ..... coP.OHTIME ,QRES) 
~ 0 TO 5 ;)51 
500 ~AL.I.. X"40l ST CTDd1T•60RHl ,2 ol4. .096 oHAIRo wS.AT ow.AIR tTllAl.L.J 
c AL.I.. AP\JMP c (TAN~. Toa. TW th QtlL. OG. QCAP .cx11H.CQP tOlllTI .IE) 
IFCIOPei...EoO) GO TO 1900 
oO S. • R lTE; ( 01 o 0" > K.i l..R, TAMS• T OS ,QB 1.DG • CN Tl flE, GC:.AP ,QRES tCX•H oCCP 
1 900 TOSUM=TOSUM+T AMtl 
rlPQSuflll=riPQSUM+ acAP 
"'U>ISUl4•~u~S\JM +oNTl MiS: 
SUMK•H•SUMKllM+CKWH 
~Ulo!RES=SUMRES+QRE.S 
<.IS L.S\J Mm QS L. SUH +QSOL. 
'OO;J C ONTl NUE 
IF(SUMKWl'teL.E.0.0) GO TO 2001 
AV<>COP=rt:'QSUM/ (3412 ol S*SUMKWH J 
2001 TOAVG-=TOSUMJ'4 .0 




l F\ I DP.GE ol) GO TO 2002 
WRl TE ( o ooO 1 I ZZ tTOAVGo TROCM(l) eW..OAD( l l eRUNSU MoHPGSUM,SUMRES, 
:.5U"4Kll Ho All GCOP ,QSL.A V Go .,TIA VG o •TOA VG 
zoo' SUHl =SUMl +HPQSUM 
~UMZ:SuMZ+RUNSU/14 
S U/14.3-= SU M.J +SUM RES 
S UM4.: SVW- + SUM ICWH 
<: 9 00 .:ON TI'I UE 
lFlSUMQ.el..EeOeOl (iCJ TO 2901 
.:lA VC.OP•SUM 1/( 3412• 1 S* SUM4 > 
'i01 •iHTE(6o70aJ Jo"40NTH 
•IU TE (a .70.3J SUM2eSUM4 
lF\~~O~EoEQel) ~O TO Z902 
•fi1T1"(o,704J SUM3o0AVCOP 
\Ou TO Z903 
<:9 O<: • l:U TE (60 1 l ) OA VCOP 
.?.90.J :>1..MS.:SUM::> +SU/141 
~UM 6= SVM<- + SUM~ 
:iUM7=SvM7 +SUM.3 
s UM a: SUMo .. SVM 2 
.JJO~ COt'llTINUli 
SAVCOP=~UM5/(3412olS•SUMo) 
I Pi<l UD=M.:> AY2,.MOAY1+ l 
•RlTE::(6,i'09J 1PR1UD 
lF(KMOOEeE<;.1) GO TO 3001 
•RIT" (C>o 707) s ...... s.suM6,SIJM7.SAVCOP 
"'" Tu 30::>2 
:3001 •RlT;;::(i;, 12) SUM8eSvM6eSAVCCP 
.3004 •RITEC6e702) 
,,;.:., Tu 99 
oOo •RITZ(t>o607) 



































































































S Ut'IROVTI NE HP UMPC !EWT.eoa.rwa.G~M.Y8LOGoaRE.4oQCAPoCK•no,CPoONTlME00003•30 
, RAT IO) 00003440 
!)ATA CFM/600. 0/ 
)AT A CFSTO oCf'ST l oCFST 2oCFST 3o Cl'ST 4o CFSTS/8e8597 o· O. 2.324.3 o 
l • 058 73E- 0.3 ,- .3. 724E- 02 ol • 7.3322E-OS • 1 e Olil562.E-0.3/ 
.::lATA CFOoCFC1oCF~.,FC3oCFC4/·0·9.31Jol•185.llE 020 Z.84E-OSo 
.j,. Odo2 7E- oa.-1.zs126 e-11.1 







;;. lhl7738E 09o4.17127E 12/ 00003510 
u AT A. o; 1110, 0<.1111 o O<W2 oCIC.W.3 oCKW4.I0.23951 o4e545.il.:SE-0.3 ,-1.0 4679E-OS, 00003520 
" 1.oa4•5E-o&.-4.111•os.-12/ 00003530 
·.)AT A <::> ,c 1, a, o, cq., c.s. c6, c1.1 566 .06,- 73. S6,- o.3as • .30~ 2~ .-o • .34 ;2, 00003540 
<.. 2.542a 8 o -2 55 e56e O. 11636/ 00003550 
OATA sco.sc1.scz.sCJ.SC••SCS.sco.sc7.t2.5582.o.-1•.1,-o.21e.2oa.c•. 00003560 
<r 5e903.737o24o-94e44o776e64,/ 00003570 
OAT A CPOo CPl, CPZ oCP3e CP4 .CPS oCP~ oCP7/-5o 4522E-02o 2eZZ3E-O.Jo 00003580 
<. a e3.33e-os, 5o676CC- 02. .-z. 0833E-04,-o 4~62 •••l o67E-02 ,-o.a4 E-06/ 00003590 
OAT..:. HRO • HR1 eHRZeHR.Jo HR4 oHA5o 11A6o HA7.l 14.34•6e "58e31 o O. 1667 o 48Se4 o 00003600 









..:FCH< = l •0 
CFSC=l .o 
.;;F,..lll=loO 





,( ::..-. ,('*"' 
.4 (>.;)( ..3 4)(3 
X 7=Xl* X2.4l X.3 
S-CFll.1100 oO 
Sr>=o?l ,35 14..:13607•8 +3.49 •B•B Oe.J7833•6•B•B+O .01 s•e•a*6 *B 
C.:RRECT lON F,1.CTORS FOR TOTAL. COOLING CAPACITY, HEAT l'EJE.CTIClll 
RATE, SENSli3LE COuL.lNG CAPACITY ANO COMPf<CSSOF< POWER HllPUT, 
i<=So.>:.~Tl'CLY, wrtEN .\IR VOLUME AATE NE. !)JO C.FMo 
lF(CFMoZY•OOO.Ol Gu TO 101 
4. l= CF14 
.:Z= <:.I. *'l 
.:~= l.l • 4.2. 
.:.4=4..:;•C:. 2 
..:FCHl<=CFC 0 t-0: Cl •Zl +.;F CZ* Z2+CFC.3* ZJ+CFC4-4Z4 
CF SC= CF SJ +CFS l •Zl+CFS Z•Z 2+CFS.J•ZJ+CFS44Z 4 
..:F11.•=CK11J +0<.11 l *"-1 +CKW Z*Z 2+CKW .J•Z 3-tCKW 4*Z 4 
101 IFtt:oe.iO·JodO.OI GO Tu 102 
C CDRRECTION F,:,C70R FuR SENSIBL.E COOL.ING CAPACIIY •HEN Tr£ 














































..:FSCTaCFS TOi<:FST 1•x2+c.= ST2•X5+CF STJ* y 1+CFST4• Y2 +cF'STS•X2•Yl 
COMPUTE THE STE40Y ST4TE CCOL11'oG CAP4ClTY (STUHl. S!NSlSLE 
COOLiNG CAPACITY 18TUHI• HEAT REJECTION RATE ISTl.H) • ANO 
C014PRESSOA PCllER INPUTo RESPECT Ill 9.Y • 
-:i•CF·::HR* (co +cl •Xl +C2•X4 +C3•X2+C4•XS+cS•X3~6•X6+<; 7•x 7) 
"'scss=cFSC•CF SCT•< SCO+SCl•lU +SC2•X4 +SC.3•X2+S C4•XS +SC.S•X.J +SCo•xc 















CPO•cR=::.= K••(CPo+C? l• Xl+ CP2•X4+CP~•X2 +CP4•XS +CP5•x.3 +<:Pili •X6+CP7itX 7 )00004080 
QP~RT :Q .~5•Q 00004090 
u~TIME=o.zs COQQ4100 
CHE:CI<. IF THE HEAT PUMP 1111.L CYCl..E ON OFF 
RAT IC=Ql...:l AO/QPART 
UNTIME=0·2~*RAT10 
iFl Oll<Tl i'C eGTe O • .:!!:>) ~Tl ME=Oe25 
1F(ONTIIEoLTe0•06J ONTIME•Oo06 
THE::= ONTIME/Al...OG(Oe005 l 
.. CYC... E=~*( ONT IME-T I MEC*< le 0-:-:IP (-ONTl ME/TIMECJ) l 
OPART=<.ICY Cl..E 
..i R i::.J"' Yl-IRS S 
1,0CA?:QPAl'<T 
~ P=9o ~95~ -04* SP• CF"4 
CKWH= (CPO• E.R+f'P+Q.075 )*ONT lME 
























C**"'"' **** 00004.330 
~***"' riE.1,Tl'iGt lllATe:l-TO-AlR t£AT PUMP: SUEIRCUTlNE(hFUMPH) **** 00004340 






sw'<i:.UT1N: rlPUw>-i (cwT.ED8.G?M.Q8LOG.QEXT.~AP. O<•H· COP.ONT lMEo 00004390 











C.:Hv.CFHl,CFH2oCFH.J.CFH4/2.48131 .-1 .oao12e-02.2.79006E-os. 
.J.Ooo.J.JE 08o le.?5129S-ll/ 
Q; E·l, Cl'IE:l •CHEZ .CHE3 oCl'E4/3 • 20227 ,- l • 70582E-02e 4. 53358E- OS, 
s.JaaSE· 08.a.oass:se:-11.1 
Hl<.MJ, Nl'.llll •rtKW2oHKW.Jortl<llt4.13o.2412.J. lel7673E O.Z.2o64E-05t 
2. >11 ~~ -oa.i.2s121E-l l/ 
HO , H l o 112 • H.jo rl4e H ~. r16, H 1/l'>103o 4 • 1 7So .::2. 0 •SSC: ,-13 5. o • O. S:;io , 










UA TA HE Oe rl~ 11 HE 2eHE .JeHE4 •HE: 5 oHE 6 1ME: 7 /-2620•4 1l70 o.28 10e 278 ,-1 l 7 o.S o 00004500 
"" J.~1a,0~9.6.-022 • .a.-o.002s1 oooo•s10 
vATA c1a.c11.c12.c1J.c14 .c15,c10.CI7/l.2965.s.~~oe3e:-03,4.444E-os 0000•520 
, · 7. 7 J 159 c- oJ, 9,444€-05.-o. 1 0627. a. o 2111 •'• 4t4E-05/ 



































x 7= x1•xa. x~ 
d=..:.FM/100 eO 
• 
::;P .. 21. 35 l 4e O.J667'$eH3e4 9•8•&-0e37 a.J.J •S•a•e+o .015 •S•a•S•8 
CORRECT ION FACTORS FOR TOTAL. HEATING CN>AClTY. HEAT EAAA.CTl CN 
'<.\T':: <\NO COMP~SSOR POlllCR INPUTe RESPECTlYEl.Ye 
lFlCFMeC:QeoOOeO) GO TO 101 






CFKWH.sHKll 0 +t«• l*:tl +t« W2*Z2+HK W.JlllZ .J +HK•- Z4 
CO,....UTE THE STEADY STATE HEATING CAPACITY <BTUH) • HfAT 
EXTRACTION RATE CSTUHle AHO COMPRESSOR PO.i!R INPUT (KW)e 





























QHESS.::::F.;E *CHEO+HE l*Xl+HE2•X4+HE3•X2 +HE4 •X5+HE5 •X3+HE6*X6+He7•X7 l 00004880 
CPOlllER•CFKW~ ( ClO+CU •Xl +C12*1l4+C13*X2+C I4-.it5+C15•X3+c 16•X6 00004890 
•Cl 7• X7 l 00004900 
~PART=Oe.a5 •Q 
ONT IME: O. 25 
CHECK IF THE HEAT PUMP 11111..L. CYCLE CN-CFF 
RAT IO=ULOAo.tQP\RT 
l F' R4 TI a ... Tel • 0) QR ES•( QL.OAO-QPllRT )/ 341 2 .1s 
JNT 114 E;::O • 25~ AT 10 
1FCONTllEeGTeOe25l ONTIME•0.25 
I Ft Or..TIME • L. T. o.06l ONTI ME=Oe06 
T lMEC= ONT lME/ ~OG( O• 005 l 





C KWH= t CPU Ill ER+ FP +o eO 75 l * 0 l'<T IME 




























00005150 COOLING• AIR-TO-AIR hEAT ?UMP: SU~ROUTINE(APUMPCl 
•••• 
•••• 




~USRUUTINE APUMPC (TAMSeTOdeTW6eQ61..0GtQCAPtCKWHeCOPeCNT11El 
OAT.lo CF"4 /57500/ 
.) .. TA co • ..;. l • C2 .-..J .c 4 .cs .c 0 .c 7 / 31 79.3. Cl • .JD. 7e.39 3 .-o. 703 7. -:2a. 72. .3 • 
"' +.~3...>33. 1.3.2435.3t4e7619E 03.le5502.1E·O.J/ 
QA TA UO • .., l oU2 ,U.j.U4 oU5t U6 el.7 /2.e 3.3o06 el .04283 E-02 ,-2 .38 l E-05 • 
c.. 3.4...> l 4dE-02. 2edE ·o ... - l .38.345E- 03, c:.. 5E-O 7 .1. ~-01/ 
























.JL.OAO= ... O..DG 
JU =TAl'ti 
A2= T mtl 
A3=Cfl4 
A4=oll.l•(l 
x:;: .(..:• x' 
A6=A..>•X3 
x 7= ;11 • x~• X3 
l.JNT lM E= O. 25 
C(.)Rk::::TILJN FAiCTOR FOR THE Sl!NSlB~ COCLlNG C.APAClTY WheN Tl-E 
ENTER IN~ .)RY 6Ul..d ls Ne. ao.o Fe 
dF=0.0212+le5354E-04*X3 
~CF= l .o9•x3• <le o-aF >•<roe- eo .o l 
C0114.:>UTE THE HE' T PUMP S1'EAOY STATE TOTA&.. CAPACITY ( STU'tl • 
SEN~1dl..E CAPACITY (BTUHlo ANO POWER INPUT (C0'4PRESSCR.INOOCR. 
AiNO OUTDOOR FANSI ("'Wle 
..;:CO +Cl •o11. 1 +a ~4 +O ~ 2+C .... )( 5+cS•X3+C6•Xo+C7•X? 
Y S=UCF+SO+ Sl* Xl +52• X4 •S3*X2+S4*XS+sS•X3 +S6*X6 •S7•x7 
UK.•=UO +Ul •x 1+u2•X4+u3•X2+U4•xs+u5• X3+ UO* X~+u 7* )( 7 
QPARTS0e25•c;; 
CHECK IF THE HEAT PUMP Wll..L. C YCL.E ON-OFF 
RATIO=QL.OAiO/QPAiRT 




.:.CYCL.E.:1Q•( ONTUE-TI IEC* ( leO-EXP(-ONT IfllE/TlMECl) l 
"'PAKT =I.I .;;y CL.E 
UCAP:QPAftT 
CA<llH•vK.W•ONTI IE 
>. CP=:QPART / (.J412e 15*UtC;.W*ONT IME) 
;<ETU"'N 
= l'O 













~UaROUTlNE APUMPH (TAMB1TC61Q81..0G.OCAP0CKWH,COP10NTIME1QRESI 
1.i4TA CFM/::i75• 0/ 
:JAT A HO eH 1 • H2 • H.31 H4, HS, H 6/5.39 3. 4o lS 7. 435 • 2. 6':0421 .-0 e4 71041 
c. z.04404E 02. 3•..?059E 04ol o71E~06/ 
.:> ATA CO•'- l .c.? .\..3oC4/l. 59l.31,1e4508.JE-02 .-1 ell 042E-0.3 .3 e.365c-O e • 
" 2.7E-07/ 
Ql..C.AD= Qfl L.OG 
CFC=l .0 
CKw•L .o 

























































































uNT 1"4E=O •ZS 
CURR ECT ION FACTOR FOR 0 tFFEREN T VAL.UES OF CF M ANO l OCCR Ol<Y 
aui.a TEMFE~ATURE. 
~FC=Oo77+0o0004•CFM 
CK•:.J o88j f'0e0002•CFM 
TFC =l.~8- Oe 004* TOil 
T Kllf=O .d6+0 .002•T08 
COMPUTE 'THE HEAT PUMP STEAOY STATE PERFORMANCE ANO FO!eR 
lNPVT (COMPRESSOR• .INOOOA &. OUTOOOR FANS). 
Q.sCFC•T FC.$( MO +Hl*Xl +H2*X2+H3*X3+H4*X4+HS•X5+H6*X6) 
U KW.:C Kiil* T K II* ( CO +Cl * Xl +C2 *X2 +C3*X3 +c4 •X4 ) 
CHECJ(. IF THE HEAT PUMP llil..L. CYCL.E ON~OFF 
QPAR T=O • .;:S>llQ 
HAT IO=QUlAwQPART 
l F( RA. TI OeG Tel• OJ QRESa( QL.OAO-QPAAT )/3412 olS 
ONT IM e:o • ..as~AT IO 
lF(ONTIME•GToO•a:i) CNT114E=Oo25 
i.Fl ONTl Ma. L. Too. o~ ONTIME=0.06 
TIMEC= ONT1ME/~OG(Oe005) 
QCYCl,.E;:Qt< (CNTIME TlMEC•< leO-EXPl-ONT IME/T IMECU) 
QPART=lolCY CL. i 
QC.AP= YPART 














































: .......................................................................... 00006.340 
c •••••••• 
c ··-···· 
S U B R 0 U T l N E SOL.AR 
•••••••• 00000350 
******** 00006360 
.......... • ••••••• 00006370 
c .......................... ·-·····-···············-·-·················· 00006380 ~ 00006390 
c 00006400 
SUdROUTI~e SOL.AR (TAM8oWOAollfVoSR. lNOEX.HCUR.MONTH.NCOMoTCloTCO.au.00006410 
"' TCo ITI IE> 000064ZO 
c 00006430 
c 00006440 
C i-'IJRPw~: 0000t>450 
C TO COMPUTE THE COL.Lo.ECTOR EXl T TEMPERATURE ANO THE RA TE OF 00006460 
c HEAT axcHANG~ 6ETllEEN THE CCL.LEC.TC~ ANO THE AMelENT FOR A 00006•70 
C 5".iL.AR ENERGY LOOP. THE L.OOP CCNS1STS OF A SARE CCL.LECTC~ 00006400 
C p,.,NEl.(Slo A HEAT EXCHANGER ilNC A CRCIA.ATlNG PUlllPo 00006490 
: -i0Rl40NTAI.. OR TlL.TED SURFACE SQ.Ai. RA01ATIGN CA" dE INPUT 00000500 
C IF HORIZONTAi.. SOL.AR RADIATION IS Tl-€ lNP1.;T, THE SLaROl.;TlNE 00006510 







OE.;> CF<l PT lON OF PARAMETERS: 
l NP1.;T -
TAMB - DR¥ 3ULS TEMPERATUAE CF THE A.Vt:!ENT (Fl 
WV lllNO VEL.OCIT¥ 0411...E/HR) 































SA SOLAR RAOlATlON INCIDENT ON THE SURFACE 
(aTU/ HR ·FT••2) 
INDEX-. INDEX IDENTIFYING THE TYPE OF SCL.tR ·RACIAT ICN 
INPUT 
a l (HORLIZONT4L SURFACE SOLAR IUOIAT ICN> 
= a (TH.TED SURFACE SOI.AR RACIATlONJ 
HOUR t..OCAI.. STANDARD Tll4E ll10u:lS) 
MONTH- MONTH OF THE 'tEAR LE.Ge 1 t2••••o12J 
NOOH - r-l.IM8ER OF OA't THE OF MONTH tEeGe 1o2•••eo.30) 
TCI COLI.ECTOR INLET T6'PERATURE lF> 
Teo .CCU.ECTOR OJTL.ET TEMPEAATURE (Fl 
~ U - R4 TE CF C:NERG Y EXCHANGE 6ET9EEN COLLECT CR AhO 
,.J46lENT (dTU/HRl 
TC - COU.ECTCR PLATE TE/llPERATURE (Fl 
COl4MON F!..OW 
u !MENSI ON CST (14) oNO'f'M( 12J 
uATA CST/ Oe OS 7 o a.as 80 a. 06, a.071 , 0•097, 0. 121 , Oe 134,oe136 oO e1a2, 
.. o.0~2.0e073o0e063o0e057,o.o58/ 
;) ATA NO'IM/0 ..31,59,90.12a .1s1 .1s1 .212 0243 .273 0304,334/ 
vATA RAOoT4,AQ.UN6.XLAT.REF.TlLT/.Ol745,6eo97 •• .Je.017.e2190eO/ 
uATA ~lGMAeCHlTEoACoEPoW/Oel712E Oco7e0o140e0•0•20o.33.l/ 
OATA 01ePl1C.d,ALPHA1HF1/0e04542o..lo14159t38.l52o0o951100e0/ 
JAT~ EWtTNoTLe00/0•4•60oOo7•0•0•05208/tC.PG/Oe84/ 
uATA 00.01.02.0.310<' 105o06/8.0.3633E-02.-1.8859E-04t2o766Cee-o7. 
i..lo05179E-0<;,-4,04.33.JE-l l ele9.l65.JE-1.Je-3e .J2374E-lt/ 
0 AT A Q •Cl • C2 oC.JtC.4 oC.So C.W 1 e.l1089E 020 2o 6343 71!- o: o2• O.JOSEE• 08 o 
i. 9o.l3445E lOo lo0725aE-11 o-5e2056.3E-14 e9el1518E-17/ 
OAT A VO .v 1o\t2.11.lo1/4•" s. I/ 6/0.45580 l. 79714E-03o2• 42 'i25E-oo. 
c;. 3 • .J2359E OS • .Jo50757E 10.-1.6353E i2.2.8E- 15.f 
DATA PO.i" l.?:Z.1i'.30?4.PS.P6/0e72204 .-:z.. 01553E-04,-le1l1.3E-06o 
c;.5.a74a~E oa.·7e49793E-10 • .Je86345E-12.-7.0303SE-1~/ 
l F( IT lMEeEQe 1 .A llOeriOUReLEe Oe 0 l HOUR=24 • 0 
HT=:>" 
MUR~OUR 
~FL.iJll•Sl 8• l/AC 
l04CG=51Qe1 •CPG*Fl..OW 
l Fi lT l<4 C:eEw e2) HIR =HUR+ 0.12~ 
l F ( INCE.II.• EQ.2 ) GO TO 77 
79 






























































lF(DNOuM. L T.o. 0) NM=NM+ 1 00007140 
..;sTT= ((.ST ( NM)-CST (NM- 1 l l /30e5 00007150 
lFlND'teLT.1001 EQT: SeO 9eO•SIN((2eO*NOY-2e0)*RAt) 00007160 
1FiNDY•Ge:•100 eANO.NIJY •l..E •24.2) EuT=-1• +5. O•Sl N( ( "OY-1 00 •)•RAO/ e.l95) 00007 170 
iF(N0YeGTo242.) EQT•-·2e5+18.0*SIN( (NO't .242o)•RA0.10e685) 00007180 
C =C. ST( NMl l - iC STT•O NOl.lM) 00007 190 
0=2.3o45•SI hU NOY 30 .o l•3oO.O•IU0/370 eO > COOC7200 
:i T IME:HUR +T Z- ( AC.L.ONG/ 15. 0) +EQT /60e 0 00007 210 
HANGLE= ( s T lME-12 .o ) •1s.o 00007 220 











.:; cs Tn=cos ((XL. AT-T IL. T) '*RAO l•COS (0 •RAO I .COS (HANG!. E•RAO) + 
<;. SlN( (JlLAT-TlL.T>•AAOl•S1N(O*R40) 
HOl'CECT:::HvN•COSTH 
MDlFUL=O• S •HON* ( C• ( l oO+ COS (T lL.T•fUO I ) +Re:F •(C +SINA I• 
;.. (leO-COSlTil..T•RAOIH 
HT:HOAECT +.,01FUZ 
BEGIN CALCULATION FOR THE COL.~eco;c USEFUL HE>T GAIN/L.CSS A~C 
THC: OJ 1..L.ECTOR OU TL.ET TEMPERA TU Re 
11 r c= aoo .o 
.JCHK"O .J 
lFl •)Roi.. To 900 0.0Re lllLRe.:>T .270e0eANOell\loGTel00 eO) •V=S..l 
HW=<l •d +0 • .Z3 .. V 
FS•O•S*ll•O+CCS(TIL.T*RAO)) 
ea T AVG= ( TCi>T""46 u2.o 
T IU:F=TC+o e38 .. (TANS-TC) 






T AMSK.:: ( ( T AM8~32 eO )/ l 08 I +273e0 
TSK YA=l •It• ( Oe 0552* ( TAM8K•• l e5 J) 
T AMaA=T ANB+46 0 .o 
·"1 APS: Sl ~-"' A•S»•F S-' TCR• TC R+TSK YR* TSKY RI• ( TCR+TS KY Fil 
HRt'19=SlGNA•eP•FS•<TCR•TCR+TAMEIR*TAM6Rla(TCR+TAMB"l 
HRP~=SIGM4•( TCR•TCR+TAMaR•TAMSRI• <TC.R+T AM131U/ u .o.1EP+1.o.1ew-1 .o I 
RuT Aa 00 +Ul *TA \IG+o2•l4.Z+D3*X3+0 4*X4+0S•X5+06'X6 
ROTR=OO+Ol•TReF+Qa•TMEF••a.+03*1'REF•*3·+C44TReF••4+o5 .. TREF••5· 
~ +06•TREF••6e0 
\I lSC= (\IO+V l•T AV G+Y z•x 2+V 3•X3+V4•X4+V5-*XS+--6*X6) .... ~. 6E 03 
PRNaPO+ t>l • TAVG+P2•X<?+P3•A3 +P4--*X4 +P5•X.S+P6'fl<6 
A IRK: CO t-C l•TA \IG+c2•X2+c .3•X.J+c 4*X-C5 .. X5+C6*X6 
oET A•,.<OT ;..• ( (1 eO.IROT R~ l eO/ ROT A I/ (TR Er TAV G)) 
~ RL:..>2. ~·ee T•• •SS( T <,;- T" Mtl I•' CHIT E •*3 • ) / (II ISC•V IS C) 
HNC:O .a 2~ *(Ali< l<./CHl let) a( (PAN*GRi..I ** Oe 4) 
U T=Hlll+HRl-'S 
uS:HRl-'W +-ri NC: 
UL=UTt-Ud 
IF(A6S(UL.-UCHKloL.EeOe001 l GO TO 99 
UCHK=UL. 
~ 114:.SQRT< UL./O. 009481 
UUH:C .~*Alt*< w-00) 
FEFF:TANH (OUM )/OUM 
>J Ui-4l=UL.•1 OO+F EFF•( .-OOl 1 
Fl "1 •O/ ( l W *'A. l a(l • .l/ OUM 1+1 eO/ CS+ 1eO/(P1 *O UHF l) ) ) 
0YM2=GO<CPG/UI.. 
FR.;OUMZ*\ 1 eO- EXP(-F l/OUM 21) 
~v=A<.•FR• (HT• l,(..PHA-uL.• ( TCI-Tlo#llB) I 
TFM: :"Cl+( l eO- FR/F 1 l '1IQ U/( AC *IL *FR) 



























































































SUoROUT IN E .ICMO lST( TOS o TWS oRH .I NO lC oPA TNoHA1R ••SAT• lllAlR • TW.AU.J 
P\JRPOSe 
TO DETERMINE THE EONTHAl..PYo- SATURATION li!OlSTURE CCNTENT, 
ANO ACT'"AL NOlSTURE CONTENT CF MOIST AlRo ANO ~so. THE 
NliCliSSAHY WAL.I.. TE.14PERATUAE TO 1 i'IDUCE NClSTl.RE RIUIC\lllL• 
~IVEON o)if't w1..a TE01'4PERATURE #10 ElTt.ER •ET IH.1..6 TE"4PERATloRE 
OR REl..ATIVE HW4101TYe 
lNOTE : THIS PROGRM4 ESSEHTIAl..L.Y REPRODUCES PSYCH~CtET~lC 
Cl"IART DATA) 










ORY aULS TEMPERA Tl.IRE (F) 
WET al.La Te4P!!RA Tu;!E (F) 
REl..ATlVE HUMlCITY 
INPUT INDICATOR 
=1 • INPVTS ARE TCth ANO TWl:5 
aa. INPUTS ARE roe. AND RH 

















































ENTHAL.PY OF MOIST AIR (BTU/UM OFCY AlRl 
SATURATIOH HUMIDITY (L6M llATER/L.EM ORY- AlR) 
CORRESPONOlNG TO THE E.Xl snNG •ET SU4..B TEMP. 
ACTUAL HUMIClTY (L6M WATEIV1..aM OAY 4lR l 
CORRESPONOlNG TO THE GlYEN ORY elJL.8 TEMP .. 
P~es •• ANO REL. HU41D1TY OR ET EIW..S TEMP. 
SATURAT I CH OR OEW POINT T 84? eRATURE ( F ) 






rF< lNOIC.NEel )GO ro 30 
T=TWS 
DETERM lNING SATURATION PART lAI.. PRESSURE 'PS' tPSIA l 
OF •ATER VAPOR A.T THE GIVEN TC::.lllPERATURE 
1;; T 1=27J.16/((( T-32eOJ/1ed)+273e16l 
Al= a.~ 96 92• ( (l .OI' T l l -· 1 • 0 l 
-' 2=4• 76955•0.0-TU 
,_J: 10 .79586•( l•O -T l, +s. 0.2808•ALO G 10 ( T 1l+1.so 474E-04• ( 1. 0-10.••A 1) 
,,+ o. 42d7:JE-· O~ l (1 o. O** A2 l -1.o·)-2a2196 
PS=ll0•0**A.Jl•l4e696 
•=1 eJO,. *l !I eOl •PSI' ( 2th967*(P4TM-PS J) 
IF l 1<.. ,..,;; • 0) GO TO SO 
!F(1N01C.EOe2J GO TO 40 
IFl Iei'Ce1l Gu TO 20 
l =2 
.s ... r=• 
•Alrl=ilSAT Oe00023:. •(TOS T) 
r1A l F<= O. 24* ( TilS- J2e 0 l +•SAT*< 1 060e 9+0e44~ • TlottU 
.:>:PATN/ (l .oo•• 18 .o l/ l 28. 907*'11 AlR ) +1.0) 
T=Tuc 
I.Ou TC 10 
C FlN~lNG THE CORRESPONOING RELATIVE HU•ID!TY, GlVEON 
C THE wcT bUl..B TENPERATU~E 
c: 
20 RH::P/PS 
'->..l r:; "o 
30 T=TOb 



































•Al R=RH* .. * (PATM,·PS) /( PATM-P) 
c 
C FINOlNG THE CORRESPONDING WET BUl..6 TEMPERATURE. GIVEN 




->5 T=Tt•J T 
K.=l<. .. l 
lFlKeGT.~O)GO TO 70 
..;o TO 10 
:30 OIS"'W Oo0002.36*(T08-T) 
J.FlAaSl•S-llAlR)el..Se0.00005) GO TO 80 
lFl•S WAlR) bOod0.~5 
oO T=T c>T 
0 T=OT/ZoO 
oS CONT lNUE 
GO TO 45 
70 oiRlT::::loolOO> 
ao Two=T 
w SA T=W 
HA lR=O. 24* TDl:i+llAIR• ( 1060.9+o ...... Toa> 
C OETER"41 NING THE SATURATION OR DEii PO INT TEMP• 'TWAl..1..' 
;. COR=li::SPONOING TO THE Gl-.E;N PRE: ssuRE. ORY e&JL.6 TEHPEIOATURE. 




90 IF (P ol..EeO. 0185) T'WAl..I..~ P-0.0185) /Oo 00077 
IF(PoGToO 00185) TWAL.l..•(P~O .01851/0eOOl.24-
lF( P oGT, Oe 0:30'.0) TillA 1..1..•( P-0. 011.J) /OoOOl 96 
l F (p oGT eO 0050 5) TWAl..l..=(P +Oo 0129)/0o 00.Jl 7 
I Fl p, GT ool • 0885) TWAU.•( P+O 00441 )/0 0004145 
lF(PoGToOo 1217) TWAl.l.•( P+Oo10.:i9"J /00005641 
lF(PoGT eO ol 7811 l Tw.41..l..= <P+oe21284 l/00007819 
IF (Po GT. Oo256.J l TWAl..l..•(P.0 .3845 )/0eO1068 
I F(P •GT .o o.J68 l j rw4 W,.:( P+ Oo 64.J5J /0. Ol 4.J8 
IF( Po GT o.l e506 9) TWAU.=( P+l o02.JS )/0oO191.J 
lF(P.GT.voo982) TWAU.=(P+l.5608)/000251 



















































c ..... ••••00009040 
C **•• VERTICAL EARTH-•ATER HEAT EXC~ANGER! SUSACUTlhE(TUcEI *•** 00009050 
















SUcROUTINE TUdE CTFINoQEXCoRATIOtTMIDoTFOJToONTIMEl 
PURPOSE: 
Tu COMPUTE THE WEl-L EXITING Fl..UlO TEMPERATl.REo THE HEAT 
Ti'<A,..SFEA RATE EcTwEEN THE FL.ulO ANO THE SCII.. • .11,NC THE 
TE.i.tPe:RAT~E ~OFli..E IN THE SOIL Sl.liROUNOlhG Tl-1E •ELI..• 
hOT~: THE PHYSlCAI.. PROPERTIES OF THE SOIL ARE ASSUMED .;nNSTANl 
IN THIS PROGRA"4e 















C INPUT- 000092.JO 
c TFIN - Te~ERATURE OF THE FL.UIO EXITING THe •El..1..• (r) 00009240 
c ~exc , HEAT ReJeCTeO lCOOl..ING NOOE) OR EXTRACTEO (H(~T 00009250 
C IN~ NOOE) dY THE t.EAT PUMP AFTER SCI.Al< L..OOP OOOOS260 
c CONTAISUTION• IN THIS S~SRCUTlhEe IT IS usec AS 00009270 
C A FIRST EST lMAT E OF THE t-CA T C01'10UC TED TO CA 00009280 
C FR0"4 THE SOii..• 18TU/HRl 00009290 
C KATIO • .. RACTlON OF 'TI-IE HEAT PU"4P C'l'CL..E "THE HEAT PUMP 00009300 
C IS ON• C0009310 
C ONTIME- PERIOD OF TIME THE HEAT P~l4P IS CPERATING. (H~l 00009320 
c 00009330 
c 00009340 
c uur-i uT- 00009 350 
C TMIO - TeMPERATUAE OF THE Fl..UIO AT THE CENTER CF WELL•<Fl00009360 
C TFOUT - TEMPERATURE CF THE FL..UIO EXITING THE •EU..• IFl 00009.370 
c 00009380 
c 00009~90 
;: CNMON /61..00./GGPN o ICPAl NT 00009400 
I) I MENS ION R (3.3). OIH 50 >·RI.. (so )oFA( 50) .eve 50) .... , so) .TA VG ( ~C). TAii (SQ) 00009410 
.:I I MENSI ON a (50) oC(S Oo50) oCct5 0 050 hO (50 l • TF( 50) o TGRONO ( 1, l 00009420 
.:IATA KOL..NT.KO~NT10CYTIME/O,o.o.2s.1 000094.JO 
.:lAT.. PIH, Ne RRL oePSR.13 e 14 1590 .32• 30 .o. l • l.I 00009440 
c 00009•50 






















111!1..L. RADIUS (FT) 
THERMAi.. OlFFUSSlVlTY OF SOIL. l SQ.FT/HR) 
WEl..L DEPTH (FT) 
THERMAL CONOU: TI VI TY f7 SCll. lBTU.i' Hf<-FT-F l 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF WELL. F&..UIO lBTUA.8-F) 
.)ATA RO,Al..PHAo~EPTHoCONOo0151..TAZoCPF/Oe10666o0•02901Z50eo0•82 














•9'=' FoJi'<N.l.T('l',///.1.l/o54.1<. 1VAl..UES OF NON-1..NlFORM GR10 1 o//) 00009600 










Ir 1 TC OR FROM EARTH&' ,F 1Oe0 •' 8 iU.' o.1 l 00009620 
FOR"4.!.T (5.X, 'THE SOU .. TEMPERATURES AREo 11/ l 00009630 
FOR"4AT(4( lS.Xo~HFa.z ,1.X) o/)) 00009640 
FCR"4AT(SS.X1 1 THE TOTAL HEAT TO. QR FROM THE SOIL IS' .F10.o.•aT~•/) 00009650 
FOki'tAT(' 1 1//// ol:J)("'1"'TEMPERATURE OISTRl6UTlON 11Fc•l• • FEl::T FRC•' O~O 
c. •' THE dCTTOM Cl' THE WEl..L' ~.Xe.I// l 00009670 
FCRM..;.T (445.Xod( 10R( 1 , 12o I ls 1,F7.4o2.Xlo///)) 00009680 
F0~"4AT!////,54Xo 1 THE RAOIUS VAl..UES 1 o.l/l 000096~0 
F OAA .. T(5(5Jl,d( 1Rl 1 •12 •' ):• .F7e4 o<?Xl 1.I//) l 00009700 
F CaoiM;;. T ( ' l ' l 




!F(;c;. ... .;NT.'°.Eel) GO Tu SOO 
SET THC: VALUE OF RAOI US 4NC RAO !US INTERVALS. 
.)UMtdN SILE=.30•0 FTo FRCM •ELL S\..RFACE. 
NP 1 :,'j? l 
0 RAPP=RRL/N 
R ( l ):0 .o 
00 lO:J 1 =2 .NPl 
R(ll=IHI-U+ORAPP 






















1 00 CONTINUE 
FA~ TOA=RRL/R( NP U 
DO 101 I=2eNP1 
~41 l •RU l •FACTOR 
DfHil=RU I-A( l-ll 
l 0 I CCNT INUE 
LF(KPAlNTeEO.Oj GO TO 111 
PRINT T11E 'IAl...Je5 OF NON-UNIFORM GRID 
eRITE(ool99) 
•IU TE(:> .~ou (l .OA(ll .!=2.NPl) 
l 11 0 0 12~ l = 1 ,NP l 
R ( 1 ).: R( I l +l'O 
122 C CNTI i..UE 
IF(i<.PQINT.~eOl GO TO 113 
c 
C PRINT THE VALUES OF RAOIVS 
c 
c 
•RITE (6 .3 02 > 
wRITE(o,.lO~l l !,~( 1 Jel=1.NPU 
• Rl TE lo e.J 04 ) 






.:>O 10 2 1=2eNP 1 
RLll 1=<RUJ+At1 lJ 11'2 oO 
FA( I Ja,,Q•PHl•ALU) 
102 CCNT lNUE 





: \/( l l=P-tI • (Al. t2 > •RL (2 >-Rl..( 1 >•AL( 1 ) J 
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